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1. Introduction
The local behavior of regular analyticmatrix functions has been studied extensively [3,8,12,15]. The
case ofmatrix polynomials is an important special case, see [9–11,19–22,25] formatrix polynomials of
degree one. The concepts of root functions, Jordan chains and local Smith form play a fundamental role
in characterizing the local behavior ofmatrix functions. These tools are used in the studyof similarity of
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matrices [7,21,25], for the solutions of systemsof differential equations [10,11], in linear control theory
[2,14,18], as well as in time series econometrics [4–6,13,17,26]. The same tools are also employed in
numerical algorithms, such as the ones in[1,27,28] for expanding the inverse of an analytic matrix
function in Laurent series or for finding the global Smith form of matrix polynomials.
In this paper we extend the local spectral theory of regular analytic matrix functions developed in
[8]. Additional tools to link the local rank-structure of a matrix function with the one of its inverse
are provided. The main novelty of the paper is the ‘local rank factorization’ (lrf); this provides the
link between the structure of the matrix function and the order of the pole of its inverse function, it
characterizes extended canonical systems of root functions and the local Smith form. In particular, it
delivers explicitly the partial multiplicities and the number of partial multiplicities of a given value,
and hence the structure of the local Smith form. Given the local Smith form and extended canonical
systems of root functions, one can construct a canonical set of Jordan chains and the corresponding
local Jordan pair. Finally, duality results are shown to hold between the subspaces associated with the
lrf of the matrix function and the one of its reduced adjoint.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces notation and the lrf while
Section 3 links the lrfwith the order of the pole of the inverse function. Section 4 shows that the lrf
characterizes extended canonical systems of root functions and the local Smith form and Section 5
describes the connection with Jordan chains and Jordan pairs. Section 6 discusses the duality between
the rank-structure of the matrix function and the one of its reduced adjoint, Section 7 reports an
example, Section 8 collects proofs and Section 9 concludes.
2. Local rank factorization
In this section we introduce the ‘local rank factorization’ (lrf) of a regular analytic matrix function.
The lrf defines certain subspaces, their dimensions and their number, which in later sections are
linked to the local Smith form and to a local Jordan pair associated with the matrix function.
We first introduce notation. By a := b and b =: a we indicate that a is defined by b; any empty
sum is defined equal to 0. For any matrix ϕ ∈ Cp×r , ϕ′ is its conjugate transpose and we indicate by
colϕ := {ϕv, v ∈ Cr} the column space of ϕ and we call colϕ′ the row space of ϕ; this is in line
with current use, see [24, p. 170]. By col⊥ ϕ we indicate the orthogonal complement of colϕ in Cp,
where orthogonality is with respect to the standard inner product in Cp, 〈x, y〉 := y′x. The matrix
rank factorization of ϕ is written as ϕ = −αβ ′, where α and β are bases of colϕ and colϕ′, see e.g.
Theorem 1 in [23], and the negative sign is chosen for convenience in the calculations.When ϕ has full
column rank, we set ϕ¯ := ϕ(ϕ′ϕ)−1 and ϕ¯′ := (ϕ¯)′ = (ϕ′ϕ)−1ϕ′. With this notation the orthogonal
projector matrix onto colϕ can be written as Pϕ := ϕ¯ϕ′ = ϕϕ¯′, and we denote by Mϕ := I − Pϕ
the orthogonal projector matrix onto col⊥ ϕ. In the following (ξ1 : · · · : ξn) indicates horizontal
concatenation and #H denotes the number of elements in an order set (vector)H.
The lrf involves a finite sequence of matrix rank factorizations.
Definition 2.1 (Local rank factorization (lrf) of F(z) at u). Fix u ∈ U ⊆ C and let F(z) be a regular
p × p analytic matrix function with representation F(z) = ∑∞n=0 Fn(z − u)n with F0 	= 0. Let j be the
counter in the recursions.
Initialization: Set j = 0, rmax0 := p, J−1 = ∅, J0 = 0 and F0,k := Fk−1, k  1; perform the matrix
rank factorization of F0,
F0 = −α0β ′0, (1)
where a1 := α0, b1 := β0 are full-column-rank matrices of dimension p × r0.
Recursion:While rj < r
max
j , let j  j + 1, define rmaxj := p −
∑
i∈Jj−1 ri and let
Fj,k := Fj−1,k+1 + Fj−1,1
∑
i∈Jj−2
β¯iα¯
′
i Fi+1,k, k = 1, . . . ; (2)
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ifMajFj,1Mbj = 0 set Jj := Jj−1, aj+1 := aj and bj+1 := bj , else perform thematrix rank factorization
ofMajFj,1Mbj ,
MajFj,1Mbj = −αjβ ′j , (3)
where αj, βj are full-column-rank matrices of dimension p × rj , and set Jj := (Jj−1 : j), aj+1 :=
(aj : αj) and bj+1 := (bj : βj).
End: Set μ := j, J := Jμ, a := aμ+1, and b := bμ+1.
The inputs of the lrf are the matrix function F(z) and the point u; the outputs are the matrices
αj, βj ∈ Cp×rj , Fj,k ∈ Cp×p, and the vector of indices J = (i1 : · · · : is). Remark that i1 = 0 because
F0 	= 0 and is = μ by construction; in the following μ is called the index of the lrf of F(z) at u and
below we show that it is finite. Note that 0  rj  rmaxj , that the end statement is reached when
rj = rmaxj and that p =
∑
j∈J rj .
Remark 2.2. Observe that a, b are p × p non-singular matrices with orthogonal blocks, i.e. α′jαk =
β ′jβk = 0 for j 	= k ∈ J .
Note also that (1), (3) define αj, βj up to a conformable change of bases of the row- and column-
spaces, but this does not affect the definition of Fj,k in (2). Because the orthogonal projectors Mϕ are
invariant with respect to the choice of basis, the ranks rj and the index μ in the lrf are determined
independently of the choice of αj, βj . As a final remark, observe that the local rank factorizations of
F(z) and F(z)′ share the same indexμ and the same ranks rj , with the interchange of the column- and
row-spaces.
In the following sectionswe show that j ∈ J is a partialmultiplicity of F(z) at u and rj is the number
of partial multiplicities that are equal to j, i.e. the local Smith form of F(z) at u is uniquely determined
by (j, rj), j ∈ J . Moreover, we show that canonical systems of root functions can be constructed using
αj, βj, Fj,k . Hence a local Jordan pair can be constructed using the outputs of the lrf.
Remark 2.3. When needed for clarity, we indicate by αA,j , βA,j ∈ Cp×rA,j , Aj,k , JA the outputs of the
lrf of A(z) at u; a similar notation is used for any quantity derived from the lrf, see Definition 4.6
below.
3. Order of the pole of the inverse function
In this section we show that the index of the lrf at a given point is equal to the order of the pole
of the inverse function at that point. Let A(z) be a regular p × p analytic matrix function in an open
set U ⊆ C. Indicate by det A(z), adj A(z) and A−1(z) respectively the determinant, the adjoint and
the inverse of A(z) and let σ(A) := {z ∈ U : det A(z) = 0} be the set of its characteristic roots. For
some u ∈ σ(A) one may have A(u) = 0; in this case all the entries in A(z) contain the common factor
(z−u)k for some k > 0, and one canwrite A(z) = (z−u)kA˜(z)with A˜(u) 	= 0. For ease of exposition,
we assume henceforth that this common factor simplification has already been performed on A(z),
so that A(z) 	= 0 for all z ∈ σ(A); this implies A0 	= 0 in A(z) = ∑∞n=0 An(z − u)n. As in the case of
matrix polynomials, see [7, p. 90], one can write
det A(z) = d(z)g(z), adj A(z) = d(z)B(z),
where d(z) is the greatest common divisor of all the minors of order p − 1 of A(z); g(z), B(z) are
respectively called the minimal polynomial 1 and the reduced adjoint of A(z). Since d(z) contains
the common factors between adj A(z) and det A(z), B(z) 	= 0 for all z ∈ U, and hence B0 	= 0 in
1 Observe that if A(z) is a matrix function then g(z) is not a polynomial; abusing language we still call it the minimal polynomial.
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B(z) = ∑∞n=0 Bn(z − u)n; because u is a characteristic root of A(z) if and only if it is a root of its
minimal polynomial, one finds for u ∈ σ(A),
g(z) = (z − u)mh(z), h(u) 	= 0, 0 < m < ∞. (4)
Foru ∈ U\σ(A),we setm = 0andh(z) := g(z). The identityA(z) adj A(z) = adj A(z)A(z) = det A(z)I
implies
A(z)B(z) = B(z)A(z) = (z − u)mh(z)I, A(u), B(u), h(u) 	= 0, (5)
from which it follows that
A−1(z) = B(z)
(z − u)mh(z) .
This shows thatm is the order of the pole of A−1(z) at u, because 0 < limz→u ||(z−u)mA−1(z)|| < ∞
and limz→u ||(z − u)m−1A−1(z)|| = ∞ for any matrix norm || · ||, see [11, p. 219].
The next lemma connects the lrf of A(z) at u with its reduced adjoint B(z), starting from (5); it
delivers (6), (7) which are key elements in the proofs.
Lemma 3.1 (Subspace resolution of (5)). Fix u ∈ U ⊆ C, let B(z) = ∑∞n=0 Bn(z − u)n and define
αA,j, βA,j, Aj,k by the lrf of A(z) at u; then, for 0  j  n  min(m, μ), one has
αA,jβ
′
A,jBn−j = MaA,j
n−j∑
k=1
Aj+1,kBn−j−k + cn,mMaA,j , (6)
Bn−jαA,jβ ′A,j =
n−j∑
k=1
Bn−j−kAj+1,kMbA,j + cn,mMbA,j , (7)
where cn,m := −δn,mh(u) and δn,m is Kronecker’s delta.
For any u ∈ U, we next link the index of the lrf of A(z) at u to the order of the pole of A−1(z) at the
same point. If u /∈ σ(A), then A0 = A(u) has full rank and hence μ = 0, see (1); on the other hand,
m = 0 for any u /∈ σ(A), see (4), so that μ = m = 0 for any u ∈ U \ σ(A). Next consider u ∈ σ(A)
and observe that both μ > 0 and m > 0 hold; the following theorem shows that indeed μ = m so
that μ is always finite.
Theorem 3.2 (Index of the lrf and order of the pole). Let A(z) be a regular analytic matrix function in
U ⊆ C; then A−1(z) has a pole of order m at u ∈ U if and only if m is the index of the lrf of A(z) at u.
It follows from this theorem that A−1(z) has a pole of order m at u if and only if rj < rmaxj for
j = 0, . . . ,m − 1 and rm = rmaxm . For the case when u = 1 = minu∈σ(A) u and m = 1, 2 these
conditions were derived in Johansen [16] in the context of vector autoregressive processes and are
called the I(1) and I(2) conditions. Similar conditions are also found in [14].
4. Extended canonical systems of root functions and local Smith form
This section contains three results: Theorems 4.8 and 4.11 provide a characterization of extended
canonical systems of root functions of B(z) and of A(z) in terms of the outputs of the lrf of A(z) at
u ∈ σ(A); Theorem 4.13 shows that the local Smith forms of A(z) and B(z) are uniquely determined
given the lrf.
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First we report the definition of extended canonical system of root functions, 2 see [8,9].
Definition 4.1 (Extended canonical system of (right) root functions). Let F(z) be a regular p× p analytic
matrix function in U ⊆ C such that det F(u) = 0 for some u ∈ U; a vector function φ(z), analytic in
a neighborhood of u, such that φ(u) 	= 0 and F(z)φ(z) = (z − u)κ φ˜(z), where φ˜(u) 	= 0, is called
a (right) root function of F(z) of order κ  0 at u. Let φ1(z) be a (right) root function of F(z) of the
highest order κ1 at u and for j = 2, . . . , p, let φj(z) with φj(u) /∈ col(φ1(u) : · · · : φj−1(u)) be a
(right) root function of F(z) of the highest order κj at u; then Φ(z) := (φ1(z) : · · · : φp(z)) is called
an extended canonical system of (right) root functions of F(z) at u.
Remark 4.2 (Left counterpart of Definition 4.1). A vector function φ(z) is called left root function of
F(z) if it is a right root function of F(z)′, see [9, p. 307]. Analogously one defines an extended canonical
system of left root functions of F(z) at u. In the following, unless the qualification ‘left’ is explicit, ‘right’
should be implicitly understood.
The orders of the root functions in an extended canonical system are not necessarily distinct; this
leads to define blocks of root functions that share the same order.
Definition 4.3 (Canonical blocks of root functions). Let Φ(z) be an extended canonical system of root
functions with orders
κ1 = · · · = κs1 > κs1+1 = · · · = κs1+s2 > · · · > κs1+···+sn−1+1 = · · · = κp
and let sn := p− s1 −· · ·− sn−1, so that si is the number of orders κj that are equal toϑi := κs1+···+si ,
and n is the number of different orders ϑi. Next partition Φ(z) = (ϕ1(z) : · · · : ϕn(z)) accordingly,
where the p × si matrix functions ϕi(z), i = 1, . . . , n, are called canonical blocks of root functions of
order ϑi. We say that Φ(z) contains n canonical blocks.
It iswell known, seeTheorem1.2 in [8], that ifΦ(z) is anextendedcanonical systemof root functions
of F(z) at u then
F(z)Φ(z) = Q(z) diag((z − u)κi)pi=1, (8)
where κ1, . . . , κp are the partial multiplicities of F(z) at u and Q(u) is non-singular.
Remark 4.4 (Property of canonical blocks). Remark that, by (8), the canonical block ϕi(z) satisfies
F(z)ϕi(z) = (z − u)ϑiQi(z)
with Qi(u) of full column rank. Hence, satisfying this equation is a necessary (but not sufficient)
condition for ϕi(z) to be a canonical block.
Remark 4.5 (Ordering of the partial multiplicities). The standard ordering of columns in an extended
canonical system of root functions Φ(z) is such that κ1  · · ·  κp = 0. In the following we also
employ the reverse ordering, in which the columns are ordered according to 0 = κp  · · ·  κ1; this
reverse ordering is denoted with Φ˜(z).
In the following we use the notation (ξj)
n
j=1 := (ξ1 : · · · : ξn); similarly for a vector of indices
H = (i1 : · · · : in), we let (ξj)j∈H := (ξi1 : · · · : ξin) and diag(ξj)j∈H := diag(ξi1 , . . . , ξin). Furtherwe
indicate by H↓ the vector of indices H in reversed order and by Jh := Ihu + N, with N = (nij), nij :=
δi+1,j , a Jordan block of dimension h and eigenvalue u. For ease of exposition, in the following we use
2 Note that κ = 0 is not excluded from the definition of root functions, i.e. we assign order 0 to a function that does not factor out
z − u from F(z). This is in line with [8, p. 12].
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the Jordan block of dimension 0, J0, with the convention that whenever J0 appears in a matrix the
corresponding rows and columns should be discarded, e.g. diag(Is ⊗ J1, It ⊗ J0) = diag(Is ⊗ J1).
Definition 4.6 (Quantities derived from the lrf). Given the outputs of the lrf of F(z) at u ∈ σ(A), let
J := diag(Irj ⊗ Jj)j∈J↓ , J˜ := diag(Irj ⊗ Jm−j)j∈J↓ ,
where Jh is a Jordan block of dimension h and eigenvalue u, and define
Λ(z) := diag((z − u)jIrj)j∈J↓ , Λ˜(z) := (z − u)mΛ−1(z).
Further let Π(z) := (πj(z))j∈J↓ , Γ (z) := (γj(z))′j∈J↓ , where
πj(z) := G(z)π˜j(z)
(z − u)m−j , γj(z) :=
G(z)′γ˜j(z)
(z − u)m−j ,
G(z) is the reduced adjoint of F(z) and
π˜j(z) := αj −
m−j−1∑
k=1
Fj+1,kβ¯j(z − u)k, γ˜j(z) := βj −
m−j−1∑
k=1
F ′j+1,kα¯j(z − u)k.
Finally let Π˜(z) := (π˜j(z))j∈J↓ , Γ˜ (z) := (γ˜j(z))′j∈J↓ .
Remark 4.7 (Invertibility of Π˜(z) and Γ˜ (z) at u). Because π˜j(u) = αj, γ˜j(u) = βj the matrices
Π˜(u) = (αj)j∈J↓ , Γ˜ (u) = (βj)′j∈J↓ are non-singular, see the discussion below Definition 2.1; hence
the matrix polynomials Π˜(z), Γ˜ (z) are invertible at u.
Consistently with Remark 2.3, in the following the subscript F in the quantities in Definition 4.6
specifies that they refer to the lrf of thematrix function F(z). We are now able to prove the first result
of this section.
Theorem 4.8 (Extended canonical systems of root functions of B(z)). An extended canonical system of
root functions of B(z) at u contains #JA canonical blocks. For each j ∈ JA, there is a canonical block of
order m− j; this canonical block has dimension rA,j and it can be chosen equal to π˜A,j(z). Taking all blocks
together, one finds that Π˜A(z) is an extended canonical system of root functions of B(z) at u.
Corollary 4.9 (Left counterpart of Theorem 4.8). Replacing π˜A,j(z), Π˜A(z)with γ˜A,j(z), Γ˜A(z), Theorem
4.8 also holds for B(z)′; hence γ˜A,j(z), Γ˜A(z) are respectively a canonical block of left root functions and
an extended canonical system of left root functions of B(z) at u.
Corollary 4.10 (Invertibility of Π(z) and Γ (z) at u). The matrix functions Π(z), Γ (z) are analytic in
a neighborhood of u. Moreover, the matrices Π(u), Γ (u) are non-singular; hence the matrix functions
Π(z), Γ (z) are invertible at u.
The second result follows from Theorem 4.8, Corollary 4.10 and (5).
Theorem 4.11 (Extended canonical systems of root functions of A(z)). Theorem 4.8 holds replacing
B(z), π˜A,j(z), Π˜A(z) with A(z), πA,j(z),ΠA(z) and changing the order m − j into j.
Corollary 4.12 (Left counterpart of Theorem 4.11). Replacing πA,j(z),ΠA(z) with γA,j(z), ΓA(z), Theo-
rem 4.11 also holds for A(z)′; hence γA,j(z), ΓA(z) are respectively a canonical block of left root functions
and an extended canonical system of left root functions of A(z) at u.
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We are now able to prove the third result of this section.
Theorem 4.13 (Local Smith form of A(z) and B(z)). Let A(z) be a regular analytic matrix function with
reduced adjoint B(z); then
(i) ΛA(z) and Λ˜A(z) in Definition 4.6 are respectively the local Smith form of A(z) and B(z) at u;
(ii) ΠA(z), Π˜A(z) and ΓA(z), Γ˜A(z) in Definition 4.6 connect A(z) to ΛA(z) and B(z) to Λ˜A(z), i.e.
A(z) = h(z)Π˜A(z)ΛA(z)Π−1A (z) = h(z)Γ −1A (z)ΛA(z)Γ˜A(z), (9)
B(z) = ΠA(z)Λ˜A(z)Π˜−1A (z) = Γ˜ −1A (z)Λ˜A(z)ΓA(z), (10)
where h(z) is as in (4) and ΠA(u), ΓA(u), Π˜A(u), Γ˜A(u) are non-singular.
Remark 4.14 (Ordering of the dual Smith forms). The partial multiplicities in the local Smith form of
A(z), see Λ(z) in Definition 4.6, are organized in non-increasing order, while those in the local Smith
form of B(z), see Λ˜(z) in Definition 4.6, in non-decreasing order. That is, the local Smith form and an
extended canonical system of root functions of the original matrix function F(z) are ordered in the
standard way, while the ordering for the reduced adjoint G(z) is reversed, see also Theorems 4.8 and
4.11. By replacing J↓ with J in Definition 4.6, one can assign the standard ordering to G(z) and the
reverse ordering to F(z).
Theorem 4.13 provides additional insight on (8) in the following senses:
(i) The lrfof F(z) atuprovides anexplicitway to computeboth the local Smith formandconnecting
transformations of F(z) and its reduced adjoint G(z).
(ii) The lrf delivers the partial multiplicities κi and the number of partial multiplicities that are
equal to a given value ϑi in terms of (j, rj) with j ∈ J . That is, from ΛA(z) one sees that A(z) at
u has rA,j partial multiplicities equal to j, and from Λ˜A(z) one sees that B(z) at u has rA,j partial
multiplicities equal tom − j, j ∈ JA, see also Theorems 4.8 and 4.11.
(iii) The lrfgives twoalternative constructionsof the transformationsΦ(z),Q(z) in (8). For example
for F(z) = A(z), one can take Φ(z),Q(z) equal to ΠA(z) and h(z)Π˜A(z) or to Γ˜ −1A (z) and
h(z)Γ −1A (z).
ThedefinitionofΠ(z), Γ (z), Π˜(z), Γ˜ (z)dependson thechoiceofbases in the lrf. Anyother choice
delivers an alternative pair of transformationsΦ(z), P(z). However, since the ranks rj are determined
uniquely within the lrf, the orders and the dimensions of the canonical blocks are invariant with
respect to this choice of bases; hence the local Smith form is uniquely determined.
5. Canonical set of Jordan chains and local Jordan pairs
In Theorem 5.3 we show that one can construct a local Jordan pair of F(z), G(z) at u using the
outputs of the lrf. As usual, the construction depends on the ordering of the columns in the extended
canonical system of root functions.
We first report the definition of canonical set of Jordan chains, see [10] for the case of matrix
polynomials.
Definition 5.1 (Canonical set of Jordan chains). Let Φ(z) := (φ1(z) : · · · : φp(z)) be an extended
canonical system of root functions of F(z) at u of orders κ1  · · ·  κp−r0 > κp−r0+1 = · · · =
κp = 0. Define the column vectors φj,i from the expansion φj(z) =: ∑∞i=0 φj,i(z − u)i; the columns in
X := (Xj)p−r0j=1 , with p × κj blocks Xj := (φj,i)κj−1i=0 , are said to form a canonical set of Jordan chains of
F(z) at u.
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Remark 5.2 (Ordering in Jordan chains). When the columns in Φ˜(z) have the reversed ordering 0 =
κp = · · · = κp−r0+1 < κp−r0  · · ·  κ1, the columns in X˜ := (Xj)pj=r0+1 with p × κj blocks
Xj := (φp−j+1,i)κp−j+1−1i=0 , are said to form a canonical set of Jordan chains of F(z) at u.
Theorem 5.3 (Local Jordan pairs of A(z) and B(z)). Let JA, J˜A, ΠA(z), Π˜A(z) be as in Definition 4.6; then
(i) for Φ(z) = ΠA(z) in Definition 5.1, the columns in XA form a canonical set of Jordan chains of A(z)
at u and (XA, JA) is a Jordan pair of A(z) at u;
(ii) for Φ˜(z) = Π˜A(z) in Remark 5.2, the columns in X˜A form a canonical set of Jordan chains of B(z) at
u and (X˜A, J˜A) is a Jordan pair of B(z) at u.
Note that the ordering in (XA, JA) is standard while that in (X˜A, J˜A) is reversed.
Corollary 5.4. Replacing ΠA(z), Π˜A(z) with ΓA(z), Γ˜A(z), one has that (XA, JA) is a Jordan pair of A(z)
′
at u and (X˜A, J˜A) is a Jordan pair of B(z)
′ at u.
6. Subspace duality in the local rank factorizations of A(z) and B(z)
Observe that (5) can also be interpreted as the defining equation for B−1(z) because
A(z)
(z − u)mh(z)B(z) = B(z)
A(z)
(z − u)mh(z) = I (11)
shows that B−1(z) = A(z)
(z−u)mh(z) . Because A(u), h(u) 	= 0, this reveals that B−1(z) has a pole of order
m at u and hence, by Theorem 3.2, B(z) at u satisfies the lrf with index m. One can thus perform
the lrf of B(z) at u and use its outputs to construct extended canonical systems of root functions
Π˜B(z), Γ˜B(z),ΠB(z), ΓB(z), local Smith forms Λ˜B(z), ΛB(z) and local Jordan pairs (X˜B, J˜B), (XB, JB) of
A(z) and B(z) at u along the same way of Sections 4 and 5.
In Theorem 6.1 below we show that the subspaces that characterize the lrf of B(z) at u are the
same as those found by the lrf of A(z).
Theorem 6.1 (Subspace duality in the lrf of A(z) and B(z)). Let αA,j, βA,j ∈ Cp×rA,j , j ∈ JA, be the
outputs of the lrf of A(z) at u and αB,j, βB,j ∈ Cp×rB,j , j ∈ JB, be the outputs of the lrf of B(z) at u; then
JB = (m − j)j∈JA↓ , rB,j = rA,m−j and one can take
αB,j = h(u)β¯A,m−j, βB,j = α¯A,m−j, (12)
where h(z) is as in (4).
The duality in Theorem 6.1 is a consequence of (5), which shows that A(z) and B(z) can be inter-
changed. The subspaces defined by the lrf of B(z) at u are the same as those characterizing the lrf
of A(z). Note however that colαB,0 = colβA,m and colβB,0 = colαA,m are the first subspaces found
by the lrf of B(z) and the last ones in the lrf of A(z) and so on, so that the vector of indices JB is the
complement (tom) of JA, i.e. JB = (m − j)j∈JA↓ .
7. Example
In this section we illustrate the lrf and the quantities derived from it using Example 1.2 at p. 26 in
[10]; the matrix polynomial 3
3 We have factored out z2(z − 1) from L(z) at p. 26 in [10].
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A(z) =
⎛
⎝ z2 + 1 z
z − 1 z(z − 1)
⎞
⎠ =
⎛
⎝ 1 0
−1 0
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A0
+
⎛
⎝ 0 1
1 −1
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A1
z +
⎛
⎝ 1 0
0 1
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
A2
z2
has minimal polynomial g(z) = z3(z − 1) and reduced adjoint
B(z) =
⎛
⎝ z(z − 1) −z
1 − z z2 + 1
⎞
⎠ =
⎛
⎝ 0 0
1 1
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B0
+
⎛
⎝−1 −1
−1 0
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B1
z +
⎛
⎝ 1 0
0 1
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
B2
z2.
Let us focus on the root at z = 0; the order of the pole of A−1(z) at 0 ism = 3 and h(z) = z − 1. The
inizialization of the lrf of A(z) at 0, see Definition 2.1, delivers
A0 = −
⎛
⎝−1
1
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
α0
(
1 0
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
β ′0
, r0 = 1 < 2 = rmax0 , J0 = 0,
which implies
β¯0α¯
′
0 =
1
2
⎛
⎝−1 1
0 0
⎞
⎠ , Ma1 = I − α¯0α′0 = 1
2
⎛
⎝ 1 1
1 1
⎞
⎠ , Mb1 = I − β¯0β ′0 =
⎛
⎝ 0 0
0 1
⎞
⎠ .
Because A1,1 = A1, recursion j = 1 delivers
Ma1A1,1Mb1 = 0, r1 = 0 < 1 = rmax1 , J1 = 0,
so thatMa2 = Ma1 ,Mb2 = Mb1 . Because A2,1 = A1,2 + A1,1β¯0α¯′0A1,1 = A2 + A1β¯0α¯′0A1 =
⎛
⎝ 1 0
1
2
0
⎞
⎠,
recursion j = 2 delivers
Ma2A2,1Mb2 = 0, r2 = 0 < 1 = rmax2 , J2 = 0,
so that Ma3 = Ma1 ,Mb3 = Mb1 . Because A3,1 = A2,2 + A2,1β¯0α¯′0A1,1 = A1,3 + A1,1β¯0α¯′0A1,2
+ A2,1β¯0α¯′0A1,1 = A1β¯0α¯′0A2 + A2,1β¯0α¯′0A1 =
⎛
⎝ 12 −1
− 1
4
0
⎞
⎠, recursion j = 3 delivers
Ma3A3,1Mb3 = −
⎛
⎝ 12
1
2
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
α3
(
0 1
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
β ′3
, r3 = 1 = rmax3 , J3 = (0 : 3).
This terminates the recursion because the stopping condition is satisfied; hence μ = m = 3. Further
note that
a =
⎛
⎝−1
1︸ ︷︷ ︸
α0
1
2
1
2
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
α3
, b =
⎛
⎝ 1
0︸︷︷︸
β0
0
1
⎞
⎠
︸︷︷︸
β3
are non-singular with orthogonal blocks.
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From JA = (0 : 3), rA,0 = 1 and rA,3 = 1 one can construct the local Smith form of A(z) at 0, see
Definition 4.6,
ΛA(z) =
⎛
⎝ z3 0
0 1
⎞
⎠
and using Definition 4.6 one obtains the transformations
Π˜A(z) = (π˜A,3(z) : π˜A,0(z)), ΠA(z) = (πA,3(z) : πA,0(z)),
where
π˜A,3(z) = α3 =
⎛
⎝ 12
1
2
⎞
⎠ , πA,3(z) = B(z)π˜A,3(z) =
⎛
⎝ 0
1
⎞
⎠−
⎛
⎝ 1
1
2
⎞
⎠ z +
⎛
⎝ 12
1
2
⎞
⎠ z2
π˜A,0(z) = α0 − A1β¯0z − A2β¯0z2 =
⎛
⎝−1 − z2
1 − z
⎞
⎠ , πA,0(z) = B(z)π˜A,0(z)
z3
=
⎛
⎝ 1 − z
0
⎞
⎠ .
Observe that Π˜A(0),ΠA(0) are non-singular and hence ΠA(z), Π˜A(z) are invertible at 0. Moreover,
one has
A(z)ΠA(z)
h(z)
=
⎛
⎝ z
3
2
−1 − z2
z3
2
1 − z
⎞
⎠ = Π˜A(z)ΛA(z),
so that ΠA(z), Π˜A(z) connect A(z) to its local Smith form, as stated in Theorem 4.13.
Next we construct a Jordan pair (YA, JA) at 0. Because rA,3 = 1, using Definition 5.1 and, see i) in
Theorem 5.3, φ1(z) = πA,3(z), one finds
JA =
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , XA =
⎛
⎝ 0 −1 12
1 − 1
2
1
2
⎞
⎠ .
It is well known, see Theorem 2.3 in [8], that (XA, JA) is a Jordan pair at 0 if and only if the following
three conditions hold: i) the dimension of JA is equal to the multiplicity of 0 in det A(z); in this case
they are both equal to 3; ii) (XA, JA) is a zero kernel pair; in this case
⎛
⎝ zI − JA
XA
⎞
⎠ has full rank for any
z ∈ C; iii) C(z) := A(z)XA(zI − JA)−1 is analytic at 0; in this case
C(z) =
⎛
⎝ 1 −z − 12 z−12
z − 1 1−z
2
z−1
2
⎞
⎠
is analytic at 0. This shows that (XA, JA) is a Jordan pair of A(z) at 0, as stated in Theorem 5.3.
Finally we illustrate the duality result in Theorem 6.1. The lrf of the reduced adjoint B(z) at 0
delivers JB = (0 : 3), rB,0 = 1, rB,3 = 1 and
aB =
⎛
⎝ 0
−1︸ ︷︷ ︸
αB,0
−1
0
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
αB,3
, bB =
⎛
⎝ 1
1︸︷︷︸
βB,0
− 1
2
1
2
⎞
⎠
︸ ︷︷ ︸
βB,3
.
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Hence JA = JB = (0 : 3), rB,j = rA,3−j . Moreover, because
β¯A,3 =
⎛
⎝ 0
1
⎞
⎠ , β¯A,0 =
⎛
⎝ 1
0
⎞
⎠ , α¯A,3 =
⎛
⎝ 1
1
⎞
⎠ , α¯A,0 =
⎛
⎝− 12
1
2
⎞
⎠ ,
and h(0) = −1, one has
αB,j = −β¯A,m−j, βB,j = α¯A,m−j, j ∈ JB,
as stated in Theorem 6.1. Similar results hold for the other root.
8. Proofs
Proof of Lemma 3.1. For simplicity we omit the subscript A. Let A(z)B(z) = ∑∞n=0 Cn(z − u)n where
Cn := ∑nk=0 AkBn−k; then (5) implies
Cn = 0, n = 0, . . . ,m − 1, Cm = h(u)I. (13)
We wish to show that for 0  j  n  min(m, μ) one has
MajCn = −αjβ ′j Bn−j + Maj
n−j∑
k=1
Aj+1,kBn−j−k, (14)
which, together with (13), implies (6).
We proceed by induction on j. Let j = 1 in (2) and observe that A1,k = A0,k+1 = Ak with
A0 = −α0β ′0; hence Cn = −α0β ′0Bn +
∑n
k=1 A1,kBn−k, which proves that (14) holds for j = 0 and
Ma0 = I.
Next assume that (14) holds for 0  j    n < min(m, μ); we wish to show that it also holds
for j = + 1  min(m, μ). Consider (14) for j = ; pre-multiply it byMa+1 and re-arrange terms to
find
Ma+1Cn = Ma+1A+1,1Bn−−1 + Ma+1
n−−1∑
k=1
A+1,k+1Bn−−1−k =: U + V (say). (15)
Using the projection identity I = Mb+1 + Pb+1 , one finds
U = Ma+1A+1,1Mb+1Bn−−1 + Ma+1A+1,1Pb+1Bn−−1 (16)
and substituting in the first term from (3) and in the second from Pb+1 =
∑
h=0 β¯hβ ′h one obtains
U = −α+1β ′+1Bn−−1 + Ma+1A+1,1
∑
h=0
β¯hβ
′
hBn−−1. (17)
We next substitute β ′hBn−−1 in the last expression with
β ′hBn−−1 = α¯′h
n−−1∑
k=1
Ah+1,kBn−−1−k, (18)
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which is proved as follows. Observe that (14) holds by the induction hypothesis with j and n replaced
by h and n −  − 1, because h   and n −  − 1  n − 1 < min(m, μ). Hence
MahCn−−1 = −αhβ ′hBn−−1 + Mah
n−−1∑
k=1
Ah+1,kBn−−1−k.
Because Cn−−1 = 0, see (13), pre-multiplying by α¯′h and observing that α¯′hMah = α¯′h, one obtains
(18).
Substituting (18) in (17), and interchanging the order of summation, one has
U = −α+1β ′+1Bn−−1 + Ma+1
n−−1∑
k=1
⎛
⎝A+1,1
∑
h=0
β¯hα¯
′
hAh+1,k
⎞
⎠ Bn−−1−k. (19)
Summing U + V and using (2) one finds (14) for j =  + 1. This completes the proof of (6). Next we
prove (7); from B(z)A(z) = (z − u)mh(z)I one has A(z)′B′(z) = ((z − u)mh(z)I)′ and applying (6) for
0  j  n  min(m, μ) one has
βjα
′
j B
′
n−j = Mbj
n−j∑
k=1
A′j+1,kB′n−j−k + c∗n,mMbj
because the local rank factorizations of A(z) and A(z)′ share the same μ and the same ranks rj , with
the interchange of the column and row spaces; taking the conjugate transpose of both sides one finds
(7). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. We want to show that for any u ∈ U ⊆ C, the index of the lrf of A(z) at u
is equal to the order of the pole of A−1(z) at u. We only need to show the result for u ∈ σ(A); recall
that a and b are non-singularmatrices with orthogonal blocks, see the discussion belowDefinition 2.1.
Next we show that μ < m and μ > m both lead to a contradiction, so that one must have μ = m.
Suppose μ < m; for n = 0, . . . , μ one has β ′nB0 = 0 by (6), i.e. b′B0 = 0 which is a contradiction
because B0 = B(u) 	= 0 and b is non-singular. Next suppose μ > m; let j = n = m in (6) to get
αmβ
′
mB0 = cm,mMam , where cm,m 	= 0. Hence, colαm ⊇ colMam ; because dim colαm = rm and
dim colMam = p−
∑m−1
n=0 rn = rmaxm , this implies rm  rmaxm which is a contradiction becausem < μ
implies rm < r
max
m . Hence μ = m. 
Proof of Theorem 4.8. For simplicity we omit the subscript A. It is sufficient to prove that Π˜(z) =
(π˜j(z))j∈J↓ is an extended system of root functions of B(z) at u. In order to do so, first we show that
B(z)π˜j(z) = (z − u)m−jπj(z), j ∈ J . (20)
Then we group (20) together into
B(z)Π˜(z) = Π(z)Λ˜(z), (21)
and show that Π˜(u) and Π(u) are non-singular; this proves that Π˜(z) is an extended system of root
functions of B(z) at u by condition (2) in Theorem 1.3 in [8], also reported in the Appendix in [9].
We first prove (20). Consider first 0  j  n  m − 1; for j = n, (7) implies B0αj = 0 and hence
B(z)αj =
m−j−1∑
h=1
Bhαj(z − u)h + (z − u)m−jR0(z)αj =: U(z) + V(z) (say),
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where R0(u) = Bm−j and
Bhαj =
h∑
k=1
Bh−kAj+1,kβ¯j + ch+j,mβ¯j, (22)
follows from (7) replacing n− jwith h. Observe that for j = 0, . . . ,m− 1 and h = 1, . . . ,m− j − 1
one has ch+j,m = 0; hence substituting from (22) in U(z) and re-arranging terms, one finds
U(z) =
m−j−1∑
k=1
⎛
⎝m−j−1∑
h=k
Bh−k(z − u)h
⎞
⎠ Aj+1,kβ¯j.
One can write
∑m−j−1
h=k Bh−k(z − u)h = (z − u)kB(z) − (z − u)m−jRk(z), where Rk(u) = Bm−j−k;
hence U(z) becomes
U(z) = B(z)
m−j−1∑
k=1
Aj+1,kβ¯j(z − u)k − (z − u)m−j
m−j−1∑
k=1
Rk(z)Aj+1,kβ¯j,
so that U(z) + V(z) is
B(z)αj = B(z)
m−j−1∑
k=1
Aj+1,kβ¯j(z − u)k + (z − u)m−jπj(z), (23)
where
πj(z) := R0(z)αj −
m−j−1∑
k=1
Rk(z)Aj+1,kβ¯j. (24)
By taking all the terms in (23) that multiply B(z) on the l.h.s., one finds (20), where π˜j(z) = αj −∑m−j−1
k=1 Aj+1,k(z − u)kβ¯j , see Definition 4.6.
Next we have to show that Π˜(u) and Π(u) are non-singular. Recall that, see Remark 4.7, Π˜(u) =
(π˜j(u))j∈J↓ , where π˜j(u) = αj , is partitioned into #J orthogonal blocks of dimension p × rj . This
proves that Π˜(u) is non-singular. Next consider the block πj(u) in Π(u) = (πj(u))j∈J↓ . Using (24)
and Rk(u) = Bm−j−k for k = 0, . . . ,m − j − 1, one finds
πj(u) = Bm−jαj −
m−j−1∑
k=1
Bm−j−kAj+1,kβ¯j,
where, substituting from (22) for h = m − j, one finds
πj(u) = B0Aj+1,m−jβ¯j − h(u)β¯j = −h(u)(β¯mα¯′mAj+1,m−jβ¯j + β¯j)
where we have substituted B0 = −h(u)β¯mα¯′m, which is shown in the proof of Theorem 6.1. This also
gives πm(u) = B0αm = −h(u)β¯m. One hence finds
Π(u) = −h(u)K
⎛
⎝ Irm q
0 Is
⎞
⎠
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with s := p − rm, q := α¯′m(Am,1β¯m−1 : · · · : A1,mβ¯0), K = (β¯j)j∈J↓ . Because h(u) 	= 0, K is non-
singular, see Remark 2.2, and the upper triangular matrix is non-singular, one concludes that Π(u) is
non-singular. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Corollary 4.9. The proof proceeds as in Theorem 4.8, replacing (20) and (21) with
γ˜j(z)
′B(z) = (z − u)m−jγj(z)′ and Γ˜ (z)B(z) = Λ˜(z)Γ (z) respectively. 
Proof of Corollary 4.10. This follows directly from Theorem 4.8 and Corollary 4.9. 
Proof of Theorem 4.11. Pre-multiply (21) by A(z), substitute from (5) and rearrange terms to get
A(z)Π(z) = h(z)Π˜(z)Λ(z). (25)
BecauseΠ(u) and Π˜(u) are non-singular by the proof of Theorem 4.8,Π(z) is an extended canonical
system of root functions of A(z) at u, where the partial multiplicities inΛ(z) are of the formm− jwith
j ∈ J↓. 
Proof of Corollary 4.12. See the proof of Corollary 4.9. 
Proof of Theorem 4.13. By Remark 4.7 and Corollary 4.10, Π˜(z), Γ˜ (z), Π(z) and Γ (z) are invertible
at u. Hence (10) follows directly from (21) and its counterpart in the proof of Corollary 4.9, while (9)
follows similarly from (25) and its counterpart in the proof of Corollary 4.12. 
Proof of Theorem 5.3. Because ΠA(z), Π˜A(z) are extended canonical system of root functions of
A(z), B(z), see Theorems 4.8 and 4.11, (i), (ii) are a direct consequence of Definition 5.1 and Remark
5.2. 
Proof of Corollary 5.4. Direct consequence of Corollaries 4.9 and 4.12, Definition 5.1 and Remark
5.2. 
Lemma 8.1 below will be used in the proof of Theorem 6.1.
Lemma 8.1. Let αA,j, βA,j and Aj,k, αB,j, βB,j and Bj,k be respectively the outputs of the lrf of A(z) and
B(z) at u; then, for 0  j  n − 1  m − 1, one has
αA,jβ
′
A,jBn−j,1MbB,n−j = cn,mMaA,jMbB,n−j (26)
and
MaB,n−j Bn−j,1αA,jβ ′A,j = cn,mMaB,n−jMbA,j , (27)
where cn,m := −δn,mh(u) and δn,m is Kronecker’s delta.
Proof of Lemma 8.1. Write (7) for B(z) replacing n − j and j with v and s − 1; then, for 1  s  m
and 1  v  m + 1 − s, it holds that
AvαB,s−1β ′B,s−1 =
v−1∑
k=0
A1,kBs,v−kMbB,s−1 + cs+v−1,mMbB,s−1 ,
where we have used A1,h = Ah, and post-multiplying byMbB,s one finds
0 =
v−1∑
k=0
A1,kBs,v−kMbB,s + cs+v−1,mMbB,s . (28)
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In the following we use the shorthand B◦s,h := Bs,hMbB,s . We wish to prove that the above implies
αA,tβ
′
A,tB
◦
s,v−t = MaA,t
v−t−1∑
k=1
At+1,kB◦s,v−t−k + Nt (29)
for 0  t  v − 1, where we use the shorthand Nt := cs+v−1,mMaA,tMbB,s . We proceed by induction;
the case t = 0 holds by replacing A0 = A1,0 = −αA,0β ′A,0 in (28), noting thatMaA,0 = I. Next assume
that (29) holds for 0  t   < v − 1; pre-multiplying (29) for t =  byMaA,+1 , one obtains
0 = MaA,+1
⎛
⎝A+1,1B◦s,v−−1 +
v−−2∑
k=1
A+1,k+1B◦s,v−−k−1
⎞
⎠+ N+1.
Inserting I = MbA,+1 + PbA,+1 between A+1,1 and B◦s,v−−1, one finds
0 = −αA,+1β ′A,+1B◦s,v−−1 + MaA,+1A+1,1
∑
h∈JA,
β¯A,hβ
′
A,hB
◦
s,v−−1 (30)
+ MaA,+1
v−−2∑
k=1
A+1,k+1B◦s,v−−k−1 + N+1.
Next replace β ′A,hB◦s,v−−1, h = 0, . . . , , in the second term with
β ′A,hB◦s,v−−1 = α¯′A,h
v−−2∑
k=1
Ah+1,kB◦s,v−−k−1,
which is obtained pre-multiplying (29) by α¯′A,h with v − t and t replaced by v −  − 1 and h, noting
that Nh = cs+v−+h−2,mMaA,tMbB,s = 0 follows from s + v −  + h − 2 < m. Hence the sum of the
second and third terms in (30) is
MaA,+1
v−−2∑
k=1
⎛
⎝A+1,k+1 + A+1,1 ∑
h∈JA,
β¯A,hα¯
′
A,hAh+1,k
⎞
⎠ B◦s,v−−k−1,
where the term in parenthesis is A+2,k , see (2). Substituting this expression into (30), one finds that
(29) holds for t =  + 1. This completes the proof of (29). Next choose t = v − 1 = j and s = n − j
in (29) to find (26). Starting from (6), one proves (27) analogously. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. We proceed by induction on j. Let n = j in (6) and (7); for 0  j  m, one
then has
αA,jβ
′
A,jB0 = cj,mMaA,j and B0αA,jβ ′A,j = cj,mMbA,j ;
these imply β ′A,jB0 = 0, B0αA,j = 0 for j = 0, . . . ,m − 1 and β ′A,mB0αA,m = cm,mIrm . Hence
B0 = ∑mj=0 PβA,j B0∑mj=0 PαA,j = −h(u)β¯A,mα¯′A,m. Because B0 = −αB,0β ′B,0 by the lrf of B(z) at u,
equating the two expressions one finds (12) for j = 0.
Next we assume αB,j = h(u)β¯A,m−j and βB,j = α¯A,m−j for j = 0, . . . ,  − 1 < m and show that
(12) holds for j =   m. Note that by the induction assumption one has
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PaB, = MbA,m−+1; (31)
MaA,m− = PbB, + PαA,m−; (32)
col(βB, : · · · : βB,m) = col(αA,0 : · · · : αA,m−). (33)
Set n = m and j = m −  in (26); one finds
αA,m−β ′A,m−B,1MbB, = cm,mMaA,m−MbB, .
Next insert I = MaB, + PaB, between β ′A,m− and B,1 to obtain
−αA,m−β ′A,m−αB,β ′B, + αA,m−β ′A,m−PaB,B,1MbB, = cm,mMaA,m−MbB, (34)
and note that (31) implies αA,m−β ′A,m−PaB, = αA,m−β ′A,m−MbA,m−+1 = 0; hence one can rewrite
(34) using (32) and PbB,MbB, = 0 as
−αA,m−β ′A,m−αB,β ′B, = cm,mPαA,m−MbB, . (35)
Because α′A,m−PαA,m− = α′A,m− andMbB,βB,j = βB,j for   j  m, pre- and post-multiplying (35)
by α′A,m− and βB,j respectively, for  < j  m one has
0 = α′A,m−βB,j. (36)
Hence (33) and (36) imply colβB, = colαA,m−, i.e. βB, = α¯A,m−Cβ , where Cβ is square and
non-singular.
In order to prove colαB, = colβA,m− one acts as above, i.e. one lets n = m and j = m −  in
(27), inserts I = MbB, + PbB, between B,1 and αA,m− in (27), and obtains
−αB,β ′B,αA,m−β ′A,m− + MaB,B,1PbB,αA,m−β ′A,m− = cm,mMaB,PβA,m− . (37)
Note that by the induction assumption one has
PbB, = MaA,m−+1; (38)
MbA,m− = PaB, + PβA,m−; (39)
col(αB, : · · · : αB,m) = col(βA,0 : · · · : βA,m−). (40)
By (38) one hasMaB,B,1PbB,αA,m−β ′A,m− = 0 and one rewrites (37) using (39) as
−αB,β ′B,αA,m−β ′A,m− = cm,mMaB,PβA,m− . (41)
Pre- and post-multiplying (41) by α′B,j and βA,m− respectively, for  < j  m one has
0 = α′B,jβA,m−. (42)
Hence (40) and (42) imply colαB, = colβA,m−, i.e. αB, = β¯A,m−C′α , where Cα is square and non-
singular. Finally, pre- and post-multiplying (41) by α¯′B, and β¯A,m− respectively and recalling that
cm,m = −h(u), one finds
β ′B,αA,m− = h(u)α¯′B,β¯A,m−.
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Substituting βB, = α¯A,m−Cβ , αB, = β¯A,m−C′α one finds Cβ = −cm,mC−1α . Because one can choose
any non-singular Cα , see the discussion below Definition 2.1, we let Cα = h(u)I; hence one finds
αB, = h(u)β¯A,m−, βB, = α¯A,m−. This shows (12) for j =  and completes the proof. 
9. Conclusion
The local rank factorization is shown to deliver extended canonical systems of root functions, the
local Smith form and local Jordan pairs of a regular analytic matrix function at a given point. Through
the duality result, it also provides a description of the local behavior of the inverse function. The
important special cases of matrix polynomials andmatrix polynomials of degree one can be discussed
using the local rank factorization. Moreover, it can be used to devise numerical procedures for the
calculation of the Smith form, of Jordan chains and of Jordan pairs of matrix polynomials.
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